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Flow OS
Resource management for 
heterogeneous accelerators in Cloud

 Several accelerators for DNNs have been

proposed including GPU, FPGA, and ASIC.

However, there is no one-fit-all solution.

 Flow-in-Cloud (FiC) is a high-performance

AI Cloud platform integrating

heterogeneous accelerators through a

dedicated and high-speed network.

 The main goal is to allow users to write

applications using heterogeneous

resources easily, and execute them without

a performance penalty.

Motivation

Accelerating deep neural networks (DNNs) at datacenter scale is a significant and important

challenge from the viewpoint of not only research, but also industrial applications. To

address this challenge, we propose Flow-in-Cloud, a high-performance AI Cloud platform,

and Flow OS, a distributed and heterogeneous resource management system.
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The overview of Flow OS

 Flow OS provides users with a bare-metal

“slice”, composed of several dedicated

accelerators on FiC, in a pay-as-you-go

manner.

 Flow OS consists of three components: (1)

DAG-based task planner, (2) datacenter-

wide resource management, and (3) Bare-

Metal Container, a container-based

application deployment mechanism.

 To improve performance with power

efficiency, a profile guided optimization

technique is used to optimize both the

container and the kernel images.

*) K.Suzaki, et al., “Profile Guided Kernel Optimization for Individual 
Container Execution on Bare-Metal Container”


